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Chapter 2 - Historical Development & Evolution of Mills in Oldham

2.1 The north-west of England is renowned for its undulating topography with fast flowing rivers and tributaries.  
The prevailing winds from the west and the south, combined with high annual rainfall and high humidity made 
the north-west the ideal place for textile manufacture, serving the mills and enabling the finishing of the 
fabric.  Textile mills have been central features of industrial landscapes in northern and western England for  
over two centuries, and, consequently, mills are now perhaps the most characteristic type of historic building 
in many northern towns, dominating the landscape and urban conurbations.  Textile manufacture has been 
carried out in Lancashire for hundreds of years, however, its development as a commercial industry of any 
scale is a comparatively recent event during the late 19th and early 20th centuries.

2.2 Initially, the production of woollen and linen goods formed the focus of the early Lancashire textile industry 
with later fustian and silk manufacture, but it was cotton which was to have the most profound impact on the 
economy, social structure and architecture of the region.  From the late 17th century onwards, the production 
of woollen goods began to dwindle in Lancashire, and from the mid-18th century, this was largely confined to 
the eastern part of the county, including the Saddleworth area of Oldham.  This period saw the emergence of 
specialised loomshops which successfully housed small scale production of woollen materials and operated 
successfully up until the mid-19th century.

2.3 In the middle of the 18th century, south-east Lancashire was predominantly an agricultural area of isolated 
settlements and market towns with, at its centre, the growing town of Manchester.  Cloth manufacture had 
long been an important industry here, but by 1780 there was a considerable demand for textiles, particularly 
cotton, which led to a considerable increase in mill building to meet such demand.  The loomshops of the 
woollen mill enterprise were largely superseded following the adoption of the automated power loom within 
19th century textile factories, but on a much more limited scale than cotton, for which there was considerably 
greater demand.

2.4 The technological advancements relating to the development and powering of textile machinery also provided 
the correct conditions for dramatic expansion of the cotton industry.  The Lancashire coalfields could supply 
cheap sources of fuel contributing to an ideal set of conditions, materials and transport within this area.
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2.5 The canal system of water transport played a vital role in the industrial revolution at a time when the road 
network was not able to transport mass goods from place to place.  The UK was the first country to develop 
a nationwide canal network and this was instrumental to the success of early textile mills in the north-west, 
transporting coal to the mills and goods to the port at Liverpool which was completed in 1776.  The port 
and canal system linked Greater Manchester to international trade routes and the sources of raw cotton 
which sustained the industry in Oldham. When steam power became more prevalent in mill operation than 
waterpower, the local coal reserves of  the north were called upon to power the great steam engines which 
were both impressive feats of engineering and pivotal to the expansion and progress of industry.  Mills were 
able to locate away from the water source of rivers and canals to be fed by purpose-built reservoirs used for 
water storage.

2.6 The Lancashire cotton trade relied heavily upon the slave plantations of the United States during the 19th 
century, however, following the American Civil War, additional sources of cotton were developed, notably from 
Egypt and India.  Different sources of cotton had different characteristics, some fine and some course, which 
led to different mills spinning different types of yarns and from as early as the 1790s mills were specialising 
in certain types of yarn with the fineness of yarn referred to as the ‘count’.  Both Manchester and Bolton 
specialised in finer yarns, whilst Oldham became known for its coarser production.

2.7 Oldham was to become the main centre of cotton spinning in Lancashire and the leading mill town of the world 
during the two great booms of 1873-5 and 1904-8.  The area attracted considerable numbers of migrant 
workers who sought well paid work during a time of high demand.  Oldham has a high level of people of South 
Asian heritage, particularly those with roots in Pakistan and Bangladesh.  Due to the town’s prevalence as an 
industrial centre and thus a hub for employment, Oldham attracted migrant workers throughout its history 
including those from elsewhere in England, as well as Scotland, Ireland and parts of Poland.  The second boom 
period of the early 20th century saw the construction of 42 mills in the Oldham district and by the 1920s 
Oldham had built three times as many mills as neighbouring Bolton but in the service of a fundamentally 
different industry, concentrating on the courser yarn production.  The cotton spinning industry of Oldham 
had become of national, and potentially of worldwide significance, producing a considerable proportion of 
the world’s cotton.  During the mid-20th century there was an attempt to fill the shortfall of workers and 
revitalise local industries with encouragement of Commonwealth workers from the Caribbean and Indian 
subcontinent.

2.8 Unfortunately, after 1920 Lancashire entered a prolonged depression which was largely unexpected as a 
precursor of the world economic depression of 1929-32.  The year 1926 proved to be a climactic one in the 
economic history of Lancashire.  The last cotton mills were completed in this year in Lancashire, including Elk 
mill at Royton and the Holden at Astley Bridge, north of Bolton.  This was a year of severe trade depression, 
accentuated by a major coal dispute and by the general strike.  Profits sank and limited companies suffered 
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2.9 After such a long and prosperous trade, due to the monopoly Oldham held over the world’s production of 
textiles, the steady dismantling of the industry was shifting to the United States where productive capacity 
was expanding rapidly.  The UK became a net importer of cotton manufactures from 1960, then of textiles 
in general from 1970 and finally textile machinery from 1984.  India subsequently surpassed the US in 
spindleage in 1972 followed by China in 1977.
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2.10 The architecture and form of mill buildings was influenced by the landscape in which they were located; 
the type of textile production; the type of machinery used in processing; the internal arrangement of the 
manufacturing process; and the date at which they were built.  Woollen mills are generally located to the east 
of Oldham in the Saddleworth area, nestled within the valley and served by the River Tame and its tributaries.  
These are traditionally water powered and many have now been converted to other uses, particularly 
residential.  The larger cotton mills were located in the central and western parts of the district, where initially 
the canal system was a key source of water power and transportation, but where the larger, flatter areas of 
land allowed for the construction of much larger mills with the siting of large reservoirs to provide for water 
storage to drive the later steam powered engines.   

2.11 By the late 19th century, many of the cotton mills followed a similar form of layout.  Machinery was continually 
improving and subsequently influencing the process and layout / adaptation of mill buildings.  Spinning mills 
for example were usually multi-storey buildings containing several groups of machines in the various elements 
of textile production.  There were three main stages of production - opening, carding and spinning, with each  
carried out in different parts of the mill.   In the 18th century the first stages were undertaken by hand, often 
in separate warehouses, however, after the mid-1790s this became mechanised and took place within the 
mill itself.  Improvements in mill building / arrangement took place over time in response to improvements in 
process, some of which created a greater amount of dust from the speed at which the cotton was processed.  
This led, for example, to the incorporation of a fireproof blowing room with ventilation to extract the cotton 
dust.  The mills were continually evolving and adapting to the new machinery and improving the speed of 
production, driven of course by the financial incentives of the mill owners and the demand for textiles world 
wide.  The influence of machinery and function influenced a mill’s external form and internal organisation and, 
as machines changed in size and complexity, so mill architecture developed in response.

2.12 Another important influence on mill structures was the development of new methods of construction.  The 
use of steel and concrete in mill building enabled much larger structures to be built and allowed for economies 
of scale in operating costs, which was, of course, along with demand for materials, the main driver in cotton 
manufacturing.  Steel also improved the fireproofing of mills, which was a major advancement in architectural 
technology.  Despite their construction for economy of scale and a desire for wealth, many textile mills are a 
distinctive and clearly identifiable class of building.  Their architectural character is attributed to the craftsmen 
responsible for the construction, the owners, some of which took the opportunity to express their wealth and 
status through architecture, and to the architects themselves who developed a specialisms in the design of 
mill buildings.  However, mill building was of course largely driven by cost and output.

Architecture and Form of Mills in Oldham 
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2.13 Oldham’s contribution to the technique of mill building began with the Sun Mill in 1860, which was double 
the width of the new model of mills of the 1830s.  The average size of the new mills rose dramatically in 
the 1870s, 1880s and 1890s.  The width of new mills increased by 1905 to fivefold the width of the original 
Arkwright type mill.  In 1884 Oldham had the largest ring mill in the world in the Nile Mill.

2.14 The advancements in construction techniques allowed for larger structures included fireproofing measures, 
improved cast iron floor beams and concrete floors.  Plain brick was generally used, although to the east of the 
district, due to the geology, the building material primarily used is stone.  The most widely used ornamentation 
was the pilaster with a stone cornice, usually applied to the main corners of the mill and in some cases also 
used within the ancillary buildings, providing a degree of unity amongst the buildings.  Front elevations often 
had stone parapets.  Main entrances were marked with gate piers and tall surrounding walls.  Windows in 
the earlier 19th century mills are smaller and regularly placed, whereas later mills made maximum use of 
available daylight with much larger windows and a lesser window to wall ratio.  Greater ornamentation was 
reserved for those mills where the owners or architects wanted to show off their building or demonstrate 
their wealth.  Whilst generally following a neo-classical theme, the elaborations were often unique to the 
freedoms of scale which the mills provided.  Features such as double pilasters, stone mouldings, dentilled 
cornices and round headed windows emphasise the most architecturally important parts of the mills.

2.15 External boiler houses became prevalent by the middle of the 19th century and in many cases provide a very 
distinctive element of the mill complex, often the most architecturally ornamented.  Engine Houses were often 
a show piece to demonstrate the significance of the latest feats of engineering so pivotal to the process of 
the cotton mill.  At this time, most mills were constructed close to water courses or canals and it was not until 
later in the 19th century that reservoirs became a key feature and source of water storage for more dispersed 
mill sites.  Chimneys gradually developed from the attached or internal types to tapered free standing types of 
octagonal cross section, often receiving a similar level of embellishment to the engine houses.  A key feature 
of mill recognition is the presence of the name of the mill either to the top of the parapet, tower or chimney.  
The names stand proud above surrounding development and make their position clearly identifiable in a sea 
of surrounding similar structures.

2.16 Other associated buildings included weaving sheds, which began to appear in the early to mid-19th century 
to accommodate the power loom.  Large amounts of natural light were required for weaving and the heavy 
loom machinery caused vibrations which were better accommodated in single storey extensions rather than 
risk structural issues with the main mill.  Weaving sheds were land intensive and added considerably to 
construction costs.  They were purely utilitarian and often lacked any architectural embellishment.
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